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Abstract. Let £2 denote a smooth domain in R" containing the closure of a

convex polyhedron D . Set Xd equal to the characteristic function of D . We

find a flux g so that if « is the nonconstant solution of div ((1 + xdWu) = 0

in Í2 with |j* = g on dSl, then D is uniquely determined by the Cauchy

data g and / = u/dQ..

Introduction

Let Q be a bounded domain in R" , n > 2, with a connected boundary and

D a subdomain in Q. Assume both Q and D are conductors of electricity. We

consider the following question: Can we set up a magnetic field E surrounding
Q with a known flux g across dQ, so that calculating the potential of the field

on 9£1 will determine D?
Writing E = Vu we have

Lyu = div (y(x)Vtt) = 0   inii,

where y(x) is the conductivity and |^ denotes the normal derivative of u on

(9Q. The question now becomes: Can we choose g so that g and / = u\qq,

uniquely determine D ?

For the sake of definiteness we take y(x) = 1 + Xd(x) , where Xd denotes
the characteristic function of D. In this case, Friedman and Isakov [1] proved
that there is a flux g so that g and f uniquely determine D if D is assumed

to be a convex polyhedron situated away from the boundary of Q, that is, if

diam(Z)) < dist(F>, 9Í2).

In this paper we are able to remove this extra condition. Specifically, we

prove the following uniqueness result: There exists a function g defined on
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<9Q such that if Dx, D2 are convex polyhedra compactly contained in Q and
u¿, i = 1, 2,  is the solution of

div((l+XDi(x))Vui(x)) = 0   infí,

L J r, a     dui\
utdx = 0   and   -¿-\da = g,

n on

then if ux\dii = «2Ian, we conclude Dx = D2. We prove this result in §3
(Theorem 1 ) for the case of convex polygons. The proof for convex polyhedra

in R" follows from Lemma 3 using similar arguments.

2. Preliminaries

We recall that by definition a convex polyhedron 3 in R" is a finite inter-

section of half spaces. That is, if

H¡ = {x £ R" : (x - x¡) • rti > 0}

for some points xx, x2, ... , xk £ Rn and unit vectors nx, n2, ... , nk £ Rn ,

then

3 = HxnH2n---nHk.

An edge y of the polyhedron 3 is the intersection of two faces, i.e., the
intersection of two hyperplanes used in the definitions of 3 . A polyhedron D

in Rn is an open connected set that is the union of convex polyhedrons.

Given a bounded C2 domain Q in Rn and a polyhedron D compactly

supported in Q, let us consider the Neumann problem

( Lu = div((I+xd(x))Vu) = 0    inQ,

(1) \ du *n
\- = g    oaôCl,

where n is the unit normal to the boundary and u is normalized by Jau = 0.

By a weak solution u to Lu = 0 we mean a function u £ L2(Q) whose

partial derivatives uXj, in the distributional sense, belong to L2(Q) and such
that

for all (f) £ Co°(i2), the class of C°° functions with compact support in Q.

It is well known that if g £ L°°(d£l), then there exists a unique solution u

to (1) such that u £ C(Ü) for some a > 0.

If we set

M<? = u\a\D   and   u' = u\d ,

then Aue = 0 in Q \ D, Au' = 0 in D, and ue = u' on 3D.
Also, by integrating by parts in ( 1 ) we get

(3) ^1 = 2^
K ' dn        dn

on the smooth part of 3D.

3. The main theorem

Let Q c Rn  be a bounded convex C2 domain in Rn  with a connected

boundary.   Let Dx, D2 be two polyhedra compactly supported in Q.   For
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1 = 1,2 consider

{LrtUi = div ((1 + Xd¡(x))Vu¡) = 0    in Q,

— = g   oaan,

where we also take Jn u¡ dx = 0.

Let us fix a L°°(dQ) function g such that there is no harmonic function u

on any neighborhood *V of any point of dQ with g = Vu-n on ^"ndQ. For

example, let us take a dense sequence of points {pk} on the surface boundary
dQ and consider the function

(5) g(x) = Y2~k\x~Pk\-c,
k=\

where x £ R" and c is chosen so that JaDgdcj = 0. The function g is

Lipschitz but not C1 on any surface ball B(p) n dQ. If u is harmonic in

B(p), then Vm • n is Cx(B(p)) n dQ, so we cannot have Vu-n = g there.

Theorem 1. Let Dx, D2 be convex polygons in R2. Assume u¡, i = 1,2, are

the solutions to the Neumann problem (4) with g as in (5). If ux = u2 on dQ,
then DX=D2.

Proof. If Dx and F>2 have the same corners, there is nothing to be proved. Let

us assume that F is a corner of Dx but F is not a corner of D2 .

We can also assume, for simplicity, that F is the origin of R2 and, in polar

coordinates, if Bro is a small ball centered at the origin,

Bro n Dx = {(r, d) : 0 < r < r0, 0 < 6 < 60}

and

Bro n D2 = 0.

Note that 0 < do < n because of the convexity of Dx.

Since ux =Ui on dQ. and also ^ = ^ = g on dQ, by the unique contin-
uation property for harmonic functions it follows that ux=u2 on the connected

component of £2 \ (Dx U D2) near the boundary dQ.. Since u2 is harmonic on

Br0 > "ils, \d, nas a harmonic extension to the whole ball Bro. (In fact, this

harmonic extension is u2 itself.) Let us call w*xt this harmonic extension.

From Lemma 3 below, in polar coordinates, we have

(6) Mft(r,0) = wft(r-,0±20o)

for all (r, 6) £ B(, for some 0 < e < r0 .

Let us represent by ux the rotation of ux by the angle 20o, that is,

ñ,(r,0) = K.(r,0-20o),

and let us denote by Q, Dx the rotated corresponding domains; that is,

Q = {(r,9 + 26o):(r,e)£Q},

Dx={(r,9 + 26o):(r,d)£Dx}.

Since
ux(r,d) = u?\r,d)       for (r, 6) £ Be \DX,

üx(r, 6) = uf\r, 6 - 20o)   for (r, d)£B(\Dx,
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it follows from (6) that

w,=öi     ia(Be\Dx)n(Bf\Dx).

Now, by unique continuation, we have ux=üx on all open connected compo-

nents near the origin of (Q n Q) \ (Dx UDX).

Since do < n , there are 6X and ô > 0 such that if 6X < <f> < 8X +S, then
the ray

T^ = {(r,d):r>0,d = <f>}

does not intersect Dx U Dx. Let Q^ and Q^ be the points on dQ and dQ
respectively such that

(O,o0)cQnF¿   and   (0, Q¿) c Q n T^,

where (0, Q^) denotes the open line segment joining the origin 0 with Q¿ and

(0, ß^>) the open line segment joining 0 with Q¿. We will prove

<2¿ = Qt    for all dx<4><ex+ö.

If not, we may assume (0, Q$) C (0, g¿). Since ux and üx coincide on
(0, Q$) and «i is harmonic in a neighborhood of Q^, a contradiction follows

because «i cannot be harmonically extended across any small neighborhood of

the point g¿ because of the bad boundary data g. This proves that if

3>=      U     (0,0*),
$¡«/xe¡+o

then
Qn3' = Qn3p = 3p, (J    {ß^cößnöö.

ei<./K0i+<j

Now we will prove  dQ = dQ.    Let  F0  G {Jex«t><el+ô{Q<t>} > and let  d =

^dist(A ,dQ). Now we define

s(P0) = Sup {r : Br(P0) has the property ; for every F € Br(P0) n dQ
0<r<rf

there exists a ball Bt(P) such that 5e(F) n Q = Be(P) n Q

and 5£(F) n Qe = £e(/») n Qc}.

We claim s(P0) = ¿. Suppose s < d . We can pick F e dBs(P0) n dQ. Clearly

P£dQndQ,        P£d(QnQ).

Recall Q is convex. We can choose a small ball B(P) such that in local coor-
dinates there exist functions y/ and y/ such that

B(P) n Q = {(x, y) : y < y/(x)} n B(P)

and
B(P) nQ = {(x,y):y< yt(x)} n5(F).

From the uniqueness of harmonic continuation, it is easy to see that

ux = üx    in5í(F0)nQnñ,

so
«i = öi    in£(F)nQnQ.
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Let F = (xo, v(xo)) ■ Then there is a small €X > 0 such that

(x, y/(x)), (x, ip(x)) £ B(P)    whenever \x - Xo\ < €\.

We will show Be¡(P) n Q = Be¡(F) n Q. It suffices to show

ip(x) = y/(x)    for \x - Xo\ < ex.

If not, there is an x with |x-a:o| < ex suchthat t//(x) < y/(x) or y/(x) < ip(x).

Suppose y/(x) < ip(x). Then (x, y/(x)) £ Q n B(P), and therefore there is a

small ball B(2(Q) where Q = (x, y/(x)) such that Btl(Q) c B(P) n Q. Since

wi=«i     in562(Q)nQc5(F)nQnQ

and «i is harmonic in Bi2(Q), ux has a harmonic extension to B€2(Q), and

this is not possible because of the bad boundary data g. This proves s(Po) = d.
Next we pick Fi e dQr\dBd/2(Po). Then the same arguments as above show

that í(Fi) = d, and by repeating this process we conclude dQ = ¿?Q or Q = Q.

Hence ux has a harmonic extension to

(Q\Ä)u(Q\Ä).

We can repeat the same arguments as before for the /^-rotation of ux

ü\(r,d) = ux(r,d-2kdo)

for k = 0, 1, 2, ... in such a way that any consecutive two rotations ù\ and

ü\+x play the role of ux and ux respectively, concluding finally that ux has a
harmonic extension to

(Q\Ä)u(Q\Ä)u---u(Q\£[).

Here Dkx = {(r, 6 + 2kdQ) :(r,6)£ Dx} .
We claim that this last set is Q \ {0} for some finite k. Since 20n < 2n,

there is the positive integer ko such that

(7) (2ko + l)60 < 2kon aad (2k + l)60 > 2kn   for k = 0, 1,..., *o - 1.

We will show

(8) Q= (Q\A)u(q\A)u(q\¿^)u{0}.

In fact, if that is not true, there is an (r, 6) £ Q such that

(r, e)£DxnD~xr\D^.

From (7) we can get

(9) 0 < (2ko - 1)0O - 2(ko - l)n < (2ko + 1)0O - 2(ko - l)n < 2n,

where the first inequality comes from the second statement in (7) with k = ko-l

and the last inequality comes from the first statement in (7).
Also, we can rewrite the first inequality in (9) as

(10) 0o<2Mo-2(A<)-l)7t.
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If (r,0)eF>f\then

(11) 2/CO0O - 2(ko - 1)ji < 0 < (2rCo + 1)0O - 2(Icq - 1)^.

This implies, using (9), that 0 > 0n. But (r, 6) £ Dx implies 0 < 0n.

Hence 0 = 0n . But then (r, 0o) cannot belong to Dx, a contradiction. This

proves identity (8).
Hence we have extended «ílnyo, harmonically into Q\{0} . Since we already

know Mi|Q\n, has a harmonic extension to Be(0), we conclude that Mi|n\/>,

has a harmonic extension to Q. Let v denote this harmonic extension to Q.

Because of the uniqueness in the Dirichlet problem, v = ux in Dx. Hence the
transmission conditions (3) imply ^ = 0 on dDx, so ux is a constant in Q.

Hence g = 0, a contradiction.
Lemma 3 below and the ideas of Theorem 1 give us the following result in

R".

Theorem 2. Let n > 2. Assume Dx and D2 are convex polyhedra. Under the
assumption on Theorem I, Dx = D2.

Here we include the proof of Lemma 3, the ideas of which were already in

Friedman and Isakov [1].

Lemma 3. Let n > 2. Assume u is a solution to (1). Let y be an edge of D

with angle 6X. Suppose that there is a Q £ y with BrQ(Q) c Q for some small

r0 > 0 such that u\Br (ß)\/> has harmonic continuation to the whole Bro(Q).

Then there is a rotation R2e{ on the 2-dimensional plane E perpendicular to y

at Q such that u(x) = u(R2g¡ (x)) for all x £ Bt and some e <r0.

Proof. We will give the proof for n > 3, with the obvious changes for n = 2.

We can assume Q is the origin of R", y is the (n - 2)-dimensional segment

y = {C*i, x2, ... , x„) £ Rn : xx = x2 = 0} n Bx(0)

obtained as the intersection Fi n F2 of two faces of the polygon, E is the two-
dimensional plane x¡ = • • • = xn = 0 in which we introduce polar coordinates

(r, 0) and

E n D n 5ro(0) = {(r, 0) : 0 < r < r0, 0 < 0 < dx}.

We will first observe that if u\Br \/> has a harmonic continuation to Bro(0),

then there is a small e > 0 with e < r0 such that u\senD has a harmonic

continuation into the whole Be (0). To see this, let «ext denote the harmonic

extension of u\Br \D to Bro, and consider the Cauchy problem

{Aiu = 0   inß€(0),

dw     1 dwext n _ ...

W = U>  -dn-=2~dT-   on*>n^°)>

where nx is the (n - 1 )-dimensional plane containing the face Fi. Since wext

is analytic on B( (0), by the Cauchy-Kovalevski Theorem there exists a unique

analytic solution to (12) on Be(0) if e is small enough. But u\stnD satisfies

the same equation in D n Be(0) with the same Cauchy data on Fx n B((0).

Therefore, w = u in Be n D by the uniqueness of harmonic extension, and we

will denote wint = w in Be.
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Consider now

Vi =Wext-Mint, V2 = Wext - 2uint.

Because of the continuity of the solution across the interfaces and the jump
relations (3) on dD, we have

(13) vi=0   and   ^ = 0      for 0 < r < e~, 0 = 0, 0i.
do

Since vx, v2 are harmonic in B¿(0), we can write for every x' = (x^, ... , x„) £
Rn-2

oo

vx(r,6,x') = Y (axk(x')cos(kd) + bxk(x')sia(kd)) rk,

k=0
oo

v2(r, d,x') = Y (al(x')cos(kd) + b¡(x')sia(kd)} rk.

From (13), we obtain

axk(x') = 0,    e¿sin(/c0O = O      fork= 1,2, ... ,

a2k(x')sia(k6x) = 0,    b¡(x') = 0      for k = 1, 2,....

Hence v¡(r, 6 + 26x, x') = v¡(r, 0, x') for i = 1, 2. Therefore, the same hold

for wext and uint, and the conclusion of Lemma 3 follows.

Remark. When Dx, D2 in Theorem 1 are general polyhedra, the above proof

shows convex hull(Di) = convex hall(D2).
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